Better Than Nothing Sec
BTNS

IETF 67, July 25, 2007
Chairs: Julien Laganier, Love Hörnquist Åstrand
mailing list: anonsec@postel.org
jabber: btns@jabber.ietf.org
audio feed: http://videolab.uoregon.edu/events/ietf/
Agenda

- Document status (5 min) - Chairs
- Problem and applic statement - Sam Hartman
- Connection Latching - Nico Willams
- IPsec Application Programming Interfaces (20 min)
  Michael Richardson & Miika Komu
- Technical discussion and open issues (10 min)
- Next steps, and wrap up (10 min) - Chair
Goals for this meeting

• Make sure documents pass IESG
• Continue discussion on API documents
Document status

• draft-ietf-btns-prob-and-applic
• draft-ietf-btns-core
• draft-ietf-btns-connection-latching
• draft-ietf-btns-abstract-api
• draft-ietf-btns-c-api
AS/PS

• Sam presentation
• Discussion
Connection Latching

- Nico’s short presentation
- Submit a last version of the draft
- WC-LC in a month
API document

• Michael Richardsson presentation
API document

• Discussion

• How to get more review?

• Is this useful for applications and how do we test this?

• Is this API acceptable to IPsec “kernel” vendors
Technical discussion

• Any other issues?
Next steps

• Fix last issues with AS/PS
• Resubmitt connections latching, and take it to WG-LC
• Discuss the API documents and get more review
Blue sheets?